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A probe two steps from the Sun
Within a few years we will be able to forecast reasonably far in advance when solar storms will erupt, so
we can significantly limit their interference with human activities. To improve our knowledge of this pow-
erful phenomenon, a probe will study the solar corona and the solar wind from within − an extreme...

ALMA sees ‘DeeDee’, a distant, dim member of our Solar System 
Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA), astronomers have revealed extraordi-
nary details about a recently discovered far-flung member of our Solar System, the planetary body
2014 UZ224, more informally known as DeeDee. At about three times the current distance of Pluto from...

A new transit in front of KIC 8462852
Star KIC 8462852 could have remained an unsolved mystery for a long time, but there is already an oppor-
tunity to solve it once and for all. A few months ago, the star underwent a new reduction in brightness,
one that could finally be observed with instruments powerful enough to see what was passing in front of...

Moon spotted around third largest dwarf planet
The combined power of three space observatories, including NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope, has helped
astronomers uncover a moon orbiting the third largest dwarf planet, catalogued as 2007 OR10. The pair
resides in the frigid outskirts of our Solar System called the Kuiper Belt, a realm of icy debris left over...

Collapsing star gives birth to a black hole
Astronomers have watched as a massive, dying star was likely reborn as a black hole. It took the com-
bined power of the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT), and NASA’s Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes
to go looking for remnants of the vanquished star, only to find that it disappeared out of sight...

ALMA finds ingredient of life around infant sun-like stars
Two teams of astronomers have harnessed the power of the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter
Array (ALMA) in Chile to detect the prebiotic complex organic molecule methyl isocyanate in the
multiple star system IRAS 16293-2422. A complex organic molecule is defined in astrochemistry as...

Looking for an alien past
The images in this article, real works of art by well-known space illustrators, have been selected to de-
pict hypothetical scenarios which could have actually occurred in our planetary system in the very re-
mote past, and of which traces could still exist. A new branch of scientific research, space archaeology...

White dwarf shows how gravity can bend starlight   
Astronomers have used the sharp vision of NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope to repeat a century-old test
of Einstein’s general theory of relativity. The Hubble team measured the mass of a white dwarf, the
burned-out remnant of a normal star, by seeing how much it deflects the light from a background star...

ESO signs contracts for the ELT’s gigantic primary mirror 
The unique optical system of ESO’s Extremely Large Telescope consists of five mirrors, each of which rep-
resents its own significant engineering challenge. The 39-metre-diameter primary mirror, which will be
made up of 798 individual hexagonal segments each measuring 1.4 metres across, will be by far the...

Ripples in the Cosmic Web 
Astronomers for the first time have measured small ripples in the cosmic web using W. M. Keck Observa-
tory images of rare double quasars. The most barren regions of the Universe are the far-flung corners of
intergalactic space. In these vast expanses between the galaxies there is just one solitary atom per...
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Within a few years we will be
able to forecast reasonably far in
advance when solar storms will
erupt, so we can significantly
limit their interference with
human activities. To improve our
knowledge of this powerful
phenomenon, a probe will study
the solar corona and the solar
wind from within − an extreme
mission by any standard.
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A probe two 
steps from 
the Sun

A probe two 
steps from 
the Sun
by Michele Ferrara
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Our solar system has been explored
thoroughly by now, and space
probes have had close encounters

with all kinds of objects: planets, moons,
asteroids and comets. Some probes have
ventured so far that they could be consid-
ered to be travelling in interstellar space.
There is, however, a body in our system
that, for obvious reasons, has never been
approached very closely: the Sun. The
idea of dispatching a probe to study our
star at close range dates from the 1970s,
but back then we did not have any mate-
rials that could withstand solar radia-
tion sufficiently to allow a passage that

would nearly ‘touch the Sun’. All the
solar missions since then, for more

than thirty years, were limited to
observing the Sun from a dis-

tance of at least 40 million
km. But the remarkable

progress in materials
technology at the

end of the twen-
tieth century,

  o 
  

 

  o 
  

 

G raphic representation of the Parker Solar
Probe approaching the Sun. [NASA/Johns

Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory]
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and even more so in the early twenty-first
century, have convinced engineers and
scientists that sending a spacecraft within
a relatively short distance from the Sun is
no longer a fantasy but an achievable un-
dertaking. Thus began the planning for a
NASA project known as Solar Probe 2005,
which anticipated sending a car-sized
probe to the Sun equipped with a series
of scientific instruments and experiments

to make definitive contributions to solv-
ing the two great enigmas that have
bothered solar physicists since the 1950s
— and still bother them. The first is the
hellish temperature of the solar corona,
which reaches millions of degrees, while
the photosphere (the scorching surface of
the Sun that we see in white light) does
not even reach 6000°C, a seeming para-
dox that has yet to be explained despite

T he Parker
Solar Probe

leaves the Earth
after separating
from its carrier
rocket, a scene
that will take
place between
31 July and 19
August 2018.
[JHU/APL] Below
left, a rough dia-
gram of the tra-
jectory that the
probe will trace to
approach the Sun
multiple times.
[NASA/JHUAPL] 
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the many theories
proposed and even
though our star has
been studied in the
last decade at a high
enough resolution to
reveal previously un-
known small-scale
structures. The sec-
ond mystery involves
the physical mecha-
nism underlying the
acceleration of the
solar wind. It is cur-
rently unknown, but
discovering it is of
primary importance in protecting some of
our most important businesses and even
human health from the so-called ‘space
weather’. The Solar Probe 2005 mission
planned a very long trajectory of ap-
proach to the Sun with gravitational assis-
tance from Jupiter, entering a solar polar
orbit and performing no more than two
flybys with our star at a little less than 3
million km from the photosphere, which
is within the outer corona. 

As often happens in space projects, de-
lays, reshuffling and improvements have
transformed the mission’s initial formula-
tion, which until a few months ago had
been called Solar Probe Plus and was re-
cently renamed Parker Solar Probe in hon-
our of ninety-year-old Eugene Parker,
professor emeritus at the University of
Chicago and a 1950s pioneer in the study
of solar wind, which he described for the
first time in an article in The Astrophysical

Journal in 1958. At the
time, Parker was a young
professor at the Enrico
Fermi Institute who as-
serted that the Sun re-
leased a constant flow of
radiation, high-energy par-
ticles, plasma and mag-
netic fields, and that all
of these influenced the
planets and interplane-
tary space. 
Sixty years of research am-
ply proved Parker right,
but the mechanism that
triggers and maintains
that flow is, as mentioned
above, still almost entire-
ly unknown, and Parker
himself is impatient to
learn when the mission
bearing his name (the on-
ly one named after a liv-
ing person) will provide
the coveted answer. 

A t right, an
animated

sequence of the
Parker Solar
Probe mission.
Below, Eugene
Parker receives
the first scale
model of the
probe bearing his
name, handed to
him by Nicola Fox,
the mission’s Pro-
ject Scientist.
[NASA/JHUAPL]
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The wait should not be long, because the
updated schedule for this NASA mission
includes launching the probe (from
Florida’s Kennedy Space Center, with a
Delta 4-Heavy rocket manufactured by
United Launch Alliance) within a 20-day
window that opens 31 July 2018. The
length of the mission, the probe’s route
and the strategy to bring it close to its
goal are totally different than in the ini-
tial project. The Parker Solar Probe will or-
bit the Sun at least 24 times, staying close
to the ecliptic plane. Thanks to seven grav-

ity assists with Venus, the perihelia will
be reduced each time until the probe
transits at about 6 million km (3.7 million
miles) from the photosphere, a minimum
distance that it will reach six and half
years after launch, or in the first few
months of 2025, the year when the nom-
inal mission is set to conclude. No probe
has ever come closer to the Sun than
seven times this distance. Six million km
may sound like a safe distance, where the
infernal temperature of the solar corona
is reduced to very little. Nevertheless, the

In the background
and in the inset,

two theoretical
views of the
Parker Solar Probe
mission.
[NASA/JHUAPL]
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Parker Solar Probe will find itself in an
environment where temperatures will
reach or even exceed 1400°C (2500°F),
and it will be constantly exposed to the
fury of the solar wind and all its devas-
tating elements. The estimated level of
radiation that the probe will have to
withstand is almost 500 times greater
than is typical in the Earth’s orbit. To de-
fend the spacecraft and the scientific in-
struments it will carry, NASA engineers
designed a special carbon-composite heat
shield, 11.5 cm (4.5”) thick, that will be

kept facing the Sun, while safe behind it
the instrumentation will collect data and
images of the dynamics of the gases and
magnetic fields as well as the type and
energy of the solar wind particles. Only
the solar panels will extend beyond the
heat shield, but to avoid damaging them,
engineers plan to close them during the
nearest approaches to our star and then
re-open them during the less dangerous
parts of the orbits. 
The main instruments/experiments hosted
on board the Parker Solar Probe are the

T railer of the
mission featur-

ing the Parker
Solar Probe.
[NASA/JHUAPL]
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Wide Field Imager from the Naval Re-
search Laboratory (Washington, D.C.); the
Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons
Investigation of the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory (Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts); the Fields Experiment of the
Space Sciences Laboratory at the Univer-
sity of California (Berkeley); and
the Integrated Science Investiga-
tion of the Southwest Research
Institute (San Antonio, Texas).
We will summarise the tasks that
each will perform. The Wide Field
Imager will take visible light pho-
tographs of the densest gaseous
structures that form in the solar
wind and are sent out into inter-
planetary space. Although this
instrument produces 2D images,
thanks to the fast motion of the
probe itself (its anticipated great-
est speed is more than 700,000
km/h) and thanks to special soft-
ware, multiple frames can be
used to build 3D images to be in-
tegrated with the data from the
other instruments. The Solar Wind
Electrons Alphas and Protons In-

vestigation will count the electrons, pro-
tons and ions of helium present in the
solar wind and will measure their proper-
ties. Scientists expect to capture some
particles in a special container for direct
analysis. The Fields Experiment will take
measurements of the electrical and mag-

A t left and
below, scenes

from the fine tun-
ing and installa-
tion of one of the
scientific instru-
ments for the
solar probe, the
Energetic Particle
Instrument-Low
Energy.
[NASA/JHUAPL]
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netic field, the radio emissions and the
shock waves moving in the plasma of the
solar corona. The experiment will also re-
veal the grains of dust whose energy will
be recorded when they strike the probe’s
antenna. The Integrated Science Investi-
gation consists of two instruments that
will inventory the chemical elements that
compose the solar atmosphere and will
use a mass spectrometer to weigh and
classify the ions surrounding the probe.
All the experiments, observations and mea-
surements that the Parker Solar Probe will
perform several times from its privileged
position will allow us, among other things,
to make significant advances in our knowl-
edge of the conditions necessary for the
solar atmosphere to generate those mighty
magnetic storms that, when aimed at the
Earth, can cause various kinds of damage.
The intense radiation carried on those oc-
casions by a stronger than usual solar wind
can knock the more exposed satellites of-
fline, disturb telecommunications, damage
power grids and even threaten the health
of aviators and astronauts.

Today, our ability to forecast far enough
in advance the triggers for solar storms is
quite limited, because we don’t have
good ways to measure directly and pre-
cisely the local magnetic fields in the ac-
tive regions or the densities and tempe-
ratures in the coronal plasma. 
By the time we are aware of the instabil-
ity of an active region and a break in its
magnetic field, the storm will be under
way imminently. Within just a day the
menace can reach Earth, and often this
forecast is too short to allow us to take
adequate countermeasures. 
Being able to reveal variations in local
physical conditions on a small scale (which
we are entirely unable to observe from
Earth), the Parker Solar Probe will tell us
what the early warning signs are for mag-
netic storms and which parameters to
consider when developing new methods
and techniques to forecast with a reassur-
ing margin the storms brewing in space
weather. Knowing these dynamics is es-
sential for planning and carrying out a
crewed mission to Mars in safety. !

T he primary
structure of

the Parker Solar
Probe (with its
propulsion sys-
tem) is prepared
for thermal vac-
uum tests that
simulate condi-
tions in space.
[NASA/JHUAPL]
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ALMA sees ‘DeeDee’,
a distant, dim member
of our Solar System
by ALMA Observatory

Using the Atacama Large Mil-
limeter/submillimeter Array
(ALMA), astronomers have re-

vealed extraordinary details about a
recently discovered far-flung mem-
ber of our Solar System, the plane-
tary body 2014 UZ224, more infor-
mally known as DeeDee. At about
three times the current distance of

Pluto from the Sun, DeeDee is the
second most distant known trans-
Neptunian object (TNO) with a con-
firmed orbit, surpassed only by the
dwarf planet Eris. 
Astronomers estimate that there
are tens-of-thousands of these icy
bodies in the outer Solar System be-
yond the orbit of Neptune.

The new ALMA data reveal, for the
first time, that DeeDee is roughly
635 kilometers across, or about two-
thirds the diameter of the dwarf
planet Ceres, the largest member
of our asteroid belt. At this size,
DeeDee should have enough mass
to be spherical, the criteria neces-
sary for astronomers to consider it a
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A rtist concept of the planetary body 2014 UZ224, more informally known as DeeDee. ALMA was able to observe the
faint millimeter-wavelength "glow" emitted by the object, confirming it is roughly 635 kilometers across. At this

size, DeeDee should have enough mass to be spherical, the criteria necessary for astronomers to consider it a dwarf
planet, though it has yet to receive that official designation. [Alexandra Angelich (NRAO/AUI/NSF)]

dwarf planet, though it has yet to
receive that official designation.
“Far beyond Pluto is a region sur-
prisingly rich with planetary bod-
ies. Some are quite small, but
others have sizes to rival Pluto and
could possibly be much larger,”
said David Gerdes, a scientist with
the University of Michigan and lead

author on a paper appeared in The
Astrophysical Journal Letters. “Be-
cause these objects are so distant
and dim, it’s incredibly difficult to
even detect them, let alone study
them in any detail. ALMA, how-
ever, has unique capabilities that
enabled us to learn exciting details
about these distant worlds.”

Currently, DeeDee is about 92 astro-
nomical units (AU) from the Sun. 
An astronomical unit is the average
distance from the Earth to the Sun
or about 150 million kilometers. At
this tremendous distance, it takes
DeeDee more than 1,100 years to
complete one orbit. Light from Dee-
Dee takes nearly 13 hours to reach
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O rbits of objects in our Solar Sys-
tem, showing the current loca-

tion of the planetary body 'DeeDee'.
[Alexandra Angelich (NRAO/AUI/NSF)]

S ize comparisons of objects in our
solar system, including the recently

discovered planetary body 'DeeDee'.
[Alexandra Angelich (NRAO/AUI/NSF)]

using the 4-meter Blanco telescope
at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory in Chile as part of on-
going observations for the Dark En-
ergy Survey, an optical survey of
about 12 percent of the sky that
seeks to understand the as-yet mys-

terious force that is accelerating the
expansion of the universe.The Dark
Energy Survey produces vast troves

Earth. Gerdes and his team an-
nounced the discovery of DeeDee
in the fall of 2016. They found it
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A LMA image of the faint mil-
limeter-wavelength "glow"

from the planetary body 2014 UZ224,
more informally known as DeeDee.
At three times the distance of Pluto
from the Sun, DeeDee is the second
most distant known TNO with a
confirmed orbit in our Solar System.
[ALMA (ESO/NAOJ/NRAO)]

30 Kelvin, just a little above absolute
zero,” said Gerdes. 
While the reflected visible light
from DeeDee is only about as bright
as a candle seen halfway the dis-
tance to the Moon, ALMA could
quickly home in on the planetary
body’s heat signature and measure
its brightness in the millimeter-
wavelength light.
This allowed astronomers to deter-
mine that it reflects only about 13
percent of the sunlight that hits it.
That is about the same reflectivity
of the dry dirt found on a baseball
infield.
By comparing these ALMA observa-
tions to the earlier optical data, the
astronomers had the information
necessary to calculate the object’s
size. “ALMA picked it up fairly eas-

ily,” said Gerdes. “We were then
able to resolve the ambiguity we
had with the optical data alone.”
Objects like DeeDee are cosmic left-
overs from the formation of the
Solar System. Their orbits and phys-
ical properties reveal important de-
tails about the formation of planets,
including Earth. 
This discovery is also exciting be-
cause it shows that it is possible to
detect very distant, slowly moving
objects in our Solar System. The re-
searchers note that these same tech-
niques could be used to detect the
hypothesized “Planet Nine” that
may reside far beyond DeeDee and
Eris. “There are still new worlds to
discover in our cosmic backyard,”
concludes Gerdes. “The Solar System
is a rich and complicated place.”

of astronomical images, which give
astronomers the opportunity to also
search for distant Solar System ob-
jects. The initial search, which in-
cludes nearly 15,000 images,
identified more than 1.1 billion can-
didate objects. The vast majority of
these turned out to be background
stars and even more distant galax-
ies. A small fraction, however, were
observed to move slowly across the
sky over successive observations, the
telltale sign of a TNO.
One such object was identified on
12 separate images. The astron-
omers informally dubbed it Dee-
Dee, which is short for Distant
Dwarf. 
The optical data from the Blanco
telescope enabled the astronomers
to measure DeeDee’s distance and
orbital properties, but they were
unable to determine its size or
other physical characteristics. It was
possible that DeeDee was a rela-
tively small member of our Solar
System, yet reflective enough to
be detected from Earth. Or, it could
be uncommonly large and dark, re-
flecting only a tiny portion of the
feeble sunlight that reaches it. Both
scenarios would produce identical
optical data.
Since ALMA observes the cold, dark
universe, it can detect the heat – in
the form of millimeter-wavelength
light – emitted naturally by cold ob-
jects in space. The heat signature
from a distant Solar System object
would be directly proportional to its
size. “We calculated that this object
would be incredibly cold, only about !
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A new look 
at the 
Crab Nebula
by NRAO

Combined image with, to the side,
individual wavelength thumb-

nails.  [G. Dubner (IAFE, CONICET-
University of Buenos Aires) et al.;
NRAO/ AUI/NSF; A. Loll et al.; T. Te-
mim et al.; F. Seward et al.; Chan-
dra/CXC; Spitzer/JPL-Caltech; XMM-
Newton/ ESA; and Hubble/STScI]

in November of 2012. A team of sci-
entists led by Gloria Dubner of
IAFE, the National Council of Scien-
tific Research (CONICET), and the
University of Buenos Aires in Ar-
gentina then made a detailed anal-
ysis of the newly-revealed details in
a quest to gain new insights into
the complex physics of the object.
They are reporting their findings in
The Astrophysical Journal.
New details from the study show in-
teractions between fast-moving
particles and magnetic fields similar
to structures seen on the Sun, other
features seen to appear at multiple
wavelengths, and structures that
may indicate features near the star
before it exploded. 
Two separate jets of material from
near the pulsar appear in the X-ray
and the radio images. “Comparing
these new images, made at differ-
ent wavelengths, is providing us
with a wealth of new detail about
the Crab Nebula. Though the Crab
has been studied extensively for
years, we still have much to learn
about it,” Dubner said.

Astronomers produced this
dramatic new, highly-de-
tailed image of the Crab

Nebula by combining data from
telescopes spanning nearly the en-
tire breadth of the electromagnetic
spectrum, from the long waves seen
by the Karl G. Jansky Very Large
Array (VLA) to the extremely short
waves seen by the orbiting Chandra
X-Ray Observatory.
The Crab Nebula, the result of a
bright supernova explosion seen by
Chinese and other astronomers in
the year 1054, is some 6,500 light-
years from Earth. At its center is a
superdense neutron star, rotating
once every 33 milliseconds, shoot-
ing out rotating lighthouse-like
beams of radio waves and light —
a pulsar. 
The nebula’s intricate shape is
caused by a complex interplay of
the pulsar, a fast-moving wind of
particles coming from the pulsar,
and material originally ejected by
the supernova explosion and by the
star itself before the explosion.
This image combines data from five
different telescopes: The VLA
(radio) in red; Spitzer Space Tele-
scope (infrared) in yellow; Hubble
Space Telescope (visible) in green;
XMM-Newton (ultraviolet) in blue;
and Chandra X-Ray Observatory (X-
ray) in purple. The new VLA, Hub-
ble, and Chandra observations all
were made at nearly the same time !
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episodes last only a tiny fraction of
a galaxy’s lifetime, quasars are cor-
respondingly rare on the sky and
are typically separated by hun-
dreds of millions of light years
from each other. In order to probe
the cosmic web on much smaller
length scales, the astronomers ex-

ploited a fortuitous cosmic coinci-
dence: They identified exceedingly
rare pairs of quasars right next to
each other on the sky and measured
subtle differences in the absorption

Ripples in the 
Cosmic Web
by Keck Observatory

Astronomers for the first time
have measured small ripples in
the cosmic web using W. M.

Keck Observatory images of rare dou-
ble quasars. The most barren regions
of the Universe are the far-flung cor-
ners of intergalactic space. In these
vast expanses between the galaxies
there is just one solitary atom per
cubic meter — a diffuse haze of hy-
drogen gas left over from the Big
Bang. On the largest scales, this dif-
fuse material is arranged in a vast
network of filamentary structures
known as the “cosmic web,” its tan-
gled strands spanning billions of
light years and accounting for the
majority of atoms in the Universe.
Now, a team of astronomers has
made the first measurements of
small-scale ripples in this primeval
hydrogen gas. Although the regions
of cosmic web they studied lie nearly
11 billion light years away, they
were able to measure variations in
its structure on scales 100,000 times
smaller, comparable to the size of a
single galaxy. The results appeared
in the journal Science.
Intergalactic gas is so tenuous that it
emits no light of its own. Instead as-
tronomers study it indirectly by ob-
serving how it selectively absorbs the
light coming from faraway sources
known as quasars.
Quasars constitute a brief hyperlu-
minous phase of the galactic life-
cycle powered by the infall of
matter onto a galaxy’s central su-
permassive black hole. Quasars act
like cosmic lighthouses — bright,

Schematic representation of the technique used to probe the small-scale
structure of the cosmic web using light from a rare quasar pair. The spectra

(bottom right) contain information about the hydrogen gas the light has
encountered, as well as the distance of that gas. [Springel et al. (2005)
(Cosmic Web) / J. Neidel, MPIA]

distant beacons that allow as-
tronomers to study intergalactic
atoms residing between the loca-
tion of the quasar and the Earth.
But because these hyperluminous
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of intergalactic atoms measured
along the two sightlines. “Pairs of
quasars are like needles in a haystack.
In order to find them we combed
through images of billions of celestial
objects, millions of times fainter than
what the naked eye can see,” ex-
plains Joseph Hennawi, an associate
professor at University of California
Santa Barbara’s Department of
Physics. Hennawi pioneered the ap-
plication of algorithms from ‘machine
learning’, a branch of artificial intelli-
gence, to efficiently locate quasar
pairs in the massive amounts of data
produced by digital imaging surveys
of the night sky.
Once identified, the quasar pairs
were observed with the largest tele-
scopes in the world, including the
10-meter telescopes at the W. M.
Keck Observatory on Maunakea,
Hawaii. The University of California

(UC) is a founding partner of Keck
Observatory, and UC astronomers
have access to its telescopes. 
The discovery team gathered a
majority of the data using the Low
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(LRIS), a faint-light instrument on
the Keck I telescope capable of tak-
ing spectra and images of the most
distant known objects in the Uni-
verse, along with the Echellette
Spectrograph and Imager (ESI) on
Keck II to capture high-resolution
spectra of the rare double quasars.

“One of
the biggest
challenges
was devel-
oping the
mathemat-
ical and
statistical
tools to
q u a n t i f y
the tiny
differences
we mea-
sured in this new kind of data,”
said lead author Alberto Rorai,
Hennawi’s former PhD student,
who is now a postdoctoral re-
searcher at Cambridge University.
Rorai developed these tools as part
of the research for his doctoral de-
gree, and applied them to spectra
of quasars obtained with Hennawi
and other colleagues.

The astronomers compared their
measurements to supercomputer
models that simulate the formation
of cosmic structures from the Big
Bang to the present.
“The input to our simulations are
the laws of physics and the output is
an artificial Universe, which can be
directly compared to astronomical
data,” said co-author Jose Oñorbe, a
postdoctoral researcher at the Max
Planck Institute for Astronomy who
led the supercomputer simulation
effort. “I was delighted to see that

Volume rendering of the
output from a super-

computer simulation show-
ing part of the cosmic web,
11.5 billion years ago. This
and other models of the
universe were generated
and directly compared with
quasar pair data in order to
measure the small-scale rip-
ples in the cosmic web. The
cube is 24 million light years
on a side. [J. Onorbe / MPIA]

these new measurements agree
with the well-established paradigm
for how cosmic structures form.”
On a single laptop, these complex
calculations would have required al-
most 1,000 years to complete, but
modern supercomputers enabled
the researchers to carry them out in
just a few weeks. “One reason these
small-scale fluctuations are so inter-

esting is that they
encode information
about the tempera-
ture of gas in the
cosmic web just a
few billion years
after the Big Bang,”
explained Hennawi.
Astronomers believe
that the matter in
the Universe went
through phase tran-
sitions billions of
years ago, which dra-
matically changed its

temperature. These phase transi-
tions, known as cosmic re-ionization,
occurred when the collective ultra-
violet glow of all stars and quasars
in the Universe became intense
enough to strip electrons off atoms
in intergalactic space.
How and when re-ionization oc-
curred is one of the biggest open
questions in the field of cosmology,
and these new measurements pro-
vide important clues that will help
narrate this chapter of the history
of the Universe.

Spectra of both members of a close quasar pair used in the study. The subtle differences in the
absorption features between the two sight lines allow the researchers to probe the small-scale

structure of the cosmic web. [J. Onorbe / MPIA]

!
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Star KIC 8462852 could have remained an unsolved mystery for a
long time, but there is already an opportunity to solve it once and
for all. A few months ago, the star underwent a new reduction in
brightness, one that could finally be observed with instruments
powerful enough to see what was passing in front of the disc. It
will be some time before we see the results of these observations,
but we can review the situation in the meantime.

JULY-AUGUST 2017

A new transit    
KIC 8462852
A new transit    
KIC 8462852
by Michele Ferrara
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W e are once again talking about
KIC 8462852, better known as
Tabby’s Star, as there is news

about its mysterious variations in bright-
ness. The star’s anomalous photometric be-
haviour was first noticed by citizen scient-
ists who, as part of an initiative launched
by planethunters.org, took on the job of ex-
amining a part of the data produced by the
Kepler space telescope up until 2013. The

JULY-AUGUST 2017

purpose of the initiative was, and still is, to
enable astronomers to discover the transits
of planets across the discs of faraway stars.
When examining the data relating to KIC
8462852, some of the participants in the re-
search program noticed that the star was
affected by possible transits and that this
demonstrated an unusual trend. Specifi-
cally, they appeared to be surprisingly long,
complex, not occur at regular intervals, and

  t in front of 
 

  t in front of 
 

T he Fairborn
Observatory,

in the Patagonia
Mountains of
Southern Arizona,
is one of the
structures that
has observed the
new transit.
[Tennessee State
University]
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T he highest graphic shows KIC 8462852’s light curve in the 4 years
that it was observed by the Kepler space telescope (2009 to 2013).

The falls of light at the end of the curve, highlighted in yellow, are
shown at different scales in the three windows here above.
The irregularity of the variations in light is such that it excludes the
transit of a regular body. [T. Boyajian et al./MNRAS]

to have a minimum brightness that was
sometimes incredibly profound.
In 2015, when Tabetha Boyajian (now at
Louisiana State University, but working at
Yale University at the time of the discov-
ery), coordinator of the pro-
gram, gathered this data and
transformed it into a light
curve, she realized she had
not seen anything like it in
any other star. The transits
seemed to occur in groups
and appeared as if they were
in part produced by groups of
gigantic objects. The lowest

of the of the lows recorded was equivalent
to the simultaneous transit of twenty plan-
ets as large as Jupiter in front of our Sun!
Intrigued by the oddity of KIC 8462852, a
few groups of researchers have begun to

KIC 8462852 in infrared (2MASS
survey, left) and in ultraviolet

(GALEX). This apparently ordinary
star is actually one of the most

enigmatic objects in the Galaxy.
Its true nature is, however, a few

steps from being revealed.
[IPAC/NASA (infrared);

STScI/NASA (ultraviolet)]

evaluate other photometric data that cov-
ers longer periods, something which has
further complicated the already complex
scenario by showing a slow weakening of
the light over the centuries. In the last two
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destroyed planets, large masses of interstel-
lar dust, enormous starspots, swarms of
comets and artificial megastructures. Apart
from this last hypothesis (without a doubt
the boldest), all of the others were under-
mined by the size and intensity of the tran-
sits and, above all, of the weakening of the
star over a long period. This last obstacle
appears insurmountable even for one of
the most recent hypothesis (in fact a varia-
tion of scenarios already proposed), pre-
sented in the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society by a team of re-
searchers led by Ballesteros (University of
València). This study claims that the pro-
found low of 2011, during which the star
lost 15% of its brightness, could be at-
tributed to the transit of a planet five times
as big as Jupiter and encircled by an impres-
sive system of rings. It would be precisely
the structure and tilt of the rings, com-
bined with the geometry of the transit,
that made the latter asymmetrical. Accord-
ing to Ballesteros and colleagues, the series
of less profound lows recorded by Kepler in
2013 could be explained by the existence of
a large population of Trojan asteroids (sim-
ilar to those of Jupiter, but on a much
larger scale), which would follow the hypo-
thetical gigantic planet in its orbit, remain-
ing at an average distance of 60°. 

JULY-AUGUST 2017

T abetha Boya-
jian is the

head researcher
in the study of
the star and is
also the source of
its nickname,
Tabby. Alongside
is Benjiamin
Montet, near the
University of
Chicago, where
he works. He is
one of the as-
tronomers who
has demonstrated
KIC 8462852’s
variations in light
over a long pe-
riod.

years, very different hypotheses for inter-
preting the strange photometry of the star
have been advanced: clouds of debris from
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At the centre of the
picture are the

domes of the twin
Keck telescopes, used
in the study of the
transit of last May.
[W. M. Keck Obs.]

T he Hobby-Eberly Telescope, an-
other large instrument used for
observing KIC 8462852’s recent

fall of light. [Marty Harris /
McDonald Observatory]

If this is the case and if, as occurs in our
solar system, KIC 8462852’s planet also has
two groups like the Trojan asteroids, the
one preceding the planet along its orbit
should move across the stellar disc of KIC
8462852 in 2021, two years before the
planet would be expected to tran-
sit again. As a whole, Ballesteros’
team’s hypothesis is no more con-
vincing than the others. In fact, it
would bring into play scenarios that
so far have never been encountered
in reality. However, it has the advan-
tage of making a sufficiently precise
forecast, which will determine its
validity or inconsistency (if the ques-
tion is not resolved first). And this is
not the first time that researchers
have predicted possible transits in
front of KIC 8462852’s disc. A previ-
ous hypothesis involved a collision
between two planets in a distant
orbit around 240 million km from
the star, with a period of about 750
days. Such a scenario suggested that
the clouds of debris produced by
the event and responsible for the
deepest of the reductions in light,

would once again transit with less conspic-
uous effects (because of the dispersion of
the debris) in May of 2017. 
However, the prediction had not seemed
particularly believable, because the plane-
tary collision hypotheses was, from the be-
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T his graphic
shows the

photometric data
of KIC 8462852
collected from
three stations of
the Las Cumbres
Observatory over
the course of
the most recent
transit. The time
interval on the
X-axis is 25 days
and centred on 21
May (= 0). The
Y-axis shows the
change in com-
parison to normal
brightness
(= 1.00). The fall
of light is very
obvious. [T. Boya-
jian et al.]

ginning, one of the weakest and most con-
troversial. It was not, for example, capable
of explaining other most modest reduc-
tions in light and imposed strong restric-
tions on the dynamics and timing of the
event. In the end, it was calculated (by
Boyajian and her colleagues) that Kepler
could have had a reasonable probability of
registering the effects of a collision be-
tween planets, over the period in which it
was observing KIC 8462852, only if that
kind of event occurs thousands of times in
the life of a star, something which is not
the case. After some technical problems in
2013 forced NASA to revise the Kepler mis-
sion, KIC 8462852 was no longer moni-
tored systematically, and it is only within
the last year that Tabetha Boyajian suc-
ceeded in raising the funds necessary to
begin a program for the long-term obser-
vation of the star using the Las Cumbres
Observatory Global Telescope Network
(LCOGT). This global network consists of 18
robotic instruments, distributed over 6
sites that are distant enough from each

other to allow continuous monitoring of
KIC 8462852’s brightness. On 24 April, one
of these telescopes, belonging to the Fair-
born Observatory in Arizona (managed by
Tennessee State University), recorded a
slight weakening of the star, within the
margins of instrumental error, that disap-
peared over the course of a week, with the
brightness returning to its normal levels
(magnitude of +11.7).
However, it is only a month later that hap-
pened what astronomers hoped to be able
to study directly. On 18 May, KIC 8462852’s
brightness began to decrease substantially,
losing 2% in a single day. It was the first ob-
vious reduction in light since 2013. Be-
tween 19 and 21 May the light from the
star appeared to weaken by 3% compared
to the previous weeks. Between 21 and 22
May the transit was over and everything re-
turned to normal. For the first time, KIC
8462852’s variations in brightness had
been observed in real time. Surprisingly,
this would seem to show that the planetary
collision hypothesis was correct. But is that
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really the case or was it just a lucky coinci-
dence? To find an answer, and to know if
the mystery will finally be solved, will take
several months, that is the time researchers
need to analyse the photometric and spec-
troscopic data, and to draft the scientific ar-
ticles in which they will present the results.
The material collected in the few days of
the minimum is abundant and of high-
quality. Indeed, the observation campaign
was also conducted with numerous high-
powered professional instruments, among
them some of the largest optical and radio
telescopes in the world: the two 10-meter
Keck telescopes in Hawaii; the 11.1×9.8-
meter Hobby-Eberly telescope in Texas; the
8.4-meter (×2) Large Binocular Telescope
and the 6.5-meter Multiple Mirror Tele-
scope in Arizona; the 100-meter radio tele-
scope in Green Bank, West Virginia; the
1227 m² Allen Telescope Array in California.
The most eagerly awaited data is obviously
the data relating to spectroscopic observa-
tions (carried out by a dozen different in-
struments), because it will settle various
aspects of the question. Its physics-based in-
terpretation will provide, for example, in-

formation about the nature of the material
in transit and will make it possible to esti-
mate a limit value for the mass of a possible
object with large dimensions related to the
recent reduction in light. 
Clearly, professionals and amateur as-
tronomers remain on alert for possible,
additional transits across the disc of KIC
8462852. According to David Kipping of

Columbia Univer-
sity, the transit last
May could be the
first episode in a
series of similar
events. There also
seem to be similar-
ities between the
light curve of this
last event and that
of the previous
transits observed
by Kepler, some-
thing that would
support the sce-
nario in which the
same object passes
repeatedly in front
of the stellar disc. 
It is easy to foresee
that this will not
be the last oppor-
tunity to talk about
the enigmatic star
KIC 8462852.

T he preliminary analysis of the data collected shows a possible initial drop on
24 April (Event 1). On 18 May, a more significant reduction in light (Event 2)

began, which put a vast network of telescopes on alert. [T. Boyajian et al.]

David Kipping,
astronomer at

Columbia Univer-
sity, has sug-
gested that the
transit of the
same May could
be the first in a
new series. [Kris
Snibbe/Harvard
University]

!
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(au; the distance between the Sun
and Earth) from the star is required
to create the sharp dust ring. An
additional planet at  30 au or closer
from the star is required to pro-
duce such spirals.
These gas spirals further provide
an additional dimension to our un-
derstanding of planet-disk interac-
tion. Spirals previously seen in the
near infrared image appear at the
inner edge of the newly detected
gas spirals. This can happen when
the gas spirals are puffed up and
thus scatter more stellar light at lo-
cations closer to the star. 
The kinematics of gas within the
spirals mostly   follows the disk ro-
tation. It is only at the putative
planet location at 30 au from the
star that gas has higher velocities,
suggesting streaming motions near
the planet.

Spirals inside a dust
gap of a young star
forming disk
by ALMA Observatory

P lanets form within disks com-
posed of dust grains and gas.
Planets can gather dust grains

from their orbits, resulting in dust
gaps or cavities, and can also cause
spiral waves within the parental
disks based on theoretical predic-
tions. To understand where and
when planets can form at early
stages, ALMA’s capability of seeing
disk material with high resolution
can depict smoking-gun evidence
of infant planets hidden in disks.
Both dust gaps and spirals have
been seen separately in a handful
of disks. The new ALMA images of
AB Aurigae clearly depict gas spi-
rals inside a wide dust gap. 
These first reported gas spirals
within a dust gap might indicate
that there are at least 2 planets
within this system. One planet at a
distance of 80 astronomical units !
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ALMA image of the dust
ring (red) and gaseous

spirals (blue) of the circum-
stellar disk AB Aurigae re-
veal gaseous spiral arms
inside a wide dust gap,
providing a hint of planet
formation. [ALMA (ESO/
NAOJ/NRAO)/Tang et al.]
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straint on the formation models,”
said Csaba Kiss of the Konkoly Ob-
servatory in Budapest, Hungary. He
is the lead author of the science
paper announcing the moon’s dis-

covery. “If there were frequent col-
lisions, then it was quite easy to
form these satellites.”
The objects most likely slammed
into each other more often because

Moon spotted
around third largest
dwarf planet
by NASA/ESA

The combined power of three
space observatories, including
NASA’s Hubble

Space Telescope, has
helped astronomers un-
cover a moon orbiting
the third largest dwarf
planet, catalogued as
2007 OR10. The pair re-
sides in the frigid out-
skirts of our solar system
called the Kuiper Belt, a
realm of icy debris left
over from our solar sys-
tem’s formation 4.6 bil-
lion years ago.
With this discovery, most
of the known dwarf
planets in the Kuiper
Belt larger than 600
miles across have com-
panions. These bodies
provide insight into how
moons formed in the
young solar system.
“The discovery of satel-
lites around all of the
known large dwarf
planets — except for
Sedna — means that at
the time these bodies
formed billions of years
ago, collisions must
have been more fre-
quent, and that’s a con-
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they inhabited a crowded region.
“There must have been a fairly high
density of objects, and some of
them were massive bodies that were
perturbing the orbits of smaller
bodies,” said team member John
Stansberry of the Space Telescope
Science Institute in Baltimore, Mary-
land. “This gravitational stirring may
have nudged the bodies out of their
orbits and increased their relative
velocities, which may have resulted
in collisions.” But the speed of the
colliding objects could not have
been too fast or too slow, according
to the astronomers. If the impact ve-
locity was too fast, the smash-up
would have created lots of debris
that could have escaped from the

system; too slow and the collision
would have produced only an im-
pact crater.
Collisions in the asteroid belt, for ex-
ample, are destructive because ob-
jects are traveling fast when they
smash together. The asteroid belt is
a region of rocky debris between
the orbits of Mars and the gas giant
Jupiter. Jupiter’s powerful gravity
speeds up the orbits of asteroids,
generating violent impacts.
The team uncovered the moon in
archival images of 2007 OR10 taken
by Hubble’s Wide Field Camera 3.
Observations taken of the dwarf
planet by NASA’s Kepler Space Tele-
scope first tipped off the astron-
omers of the possibility of a moon

circling it. Kepler revealed that 2007
OR10 has a slow rotation period of 45
hours. “Typical rotation periods for
Kuiper Belt Objects are under 24
hours,” Kiss said. “We looked in the
Hubble archive because the slower
rotation period could have been
caused by the gravitational tug of a
moon. The initial investigator missed
the moon in the Hubble images be-
cause it is very faint.”
The astronomers spotted the moon
in two separate Hubble observa-
tions spaced a year apart. The im-
ages show that the moon is
gravitationally bound to 2007 OR10

because it moves with the dwarf
planet, as seen against a back-
ground of stars. However, the
two observations did not provide
enough information for the as-
tronomers to determine an orbit.
“Ironically, because we don’t know
the orbit, the link between the
satellite and the slow rotation rate
is unclear,” Stansberry said.
The astronomers calculated the di-
ameters of both objects based on
observations in far-infrared light by
the Herschel Space Observatory,
which measured the thermal emis-
sion of the distant worlds. The
dwarf planet is about 950 miles
across, and the moon is estimated
to be 150 miles to 250 miles in diam-
eter. 2007 OR10, like Pluto, follows
an eccentric orbit, but it is currently
three times farther than Pluto is
from the sun.
2007 OR10 is a member of an exclu-
sive club of nine dwarf planets. Of
those bodies, only Pluto and Eris are
larger than 2007 OR10. It was discov-
ered in 2007 by astronomers Meg
Schwamb, Mike Brown, and David
Rabinowitz as part of a survey to
search for distant solar system bod-
ies using the Samuel Oschin Tele-
scope at the Palomar Observatory in
California.
The team’s results appeared in The
Astrophysical Journal Letters.

T hese two images,
taken a year apart,

reveal a moon orbiting
the dwarf planet 2007
OR10. Each image, taken
by the Hubble Space
Telescope’s Wide Field
Camera 3, shows the
companion in a different
orbital position around
its parent body. 2007
OR10 is the third-largest
known dwarf planet, be-
hind Pluto and Eris, and
the largest unnamed
world in the solar sys-
tem. The pair is located
in the Kuiper Belt, a
realm of icy debris left
over from the solar sys-
tem’s formation. The
dwarf planet is about
950 miles across; the
moon is estimated to be
150 miles to 250 miles in
diameter. 2007 OR10, like
Pluto, follows an eccen-
tric orbit, but it is cur-
rently three times farther
than Pluto is from the
Sun. [NASA, ESA, C. Kiss
(Konkoly Observatory),
and J. Stansberry (STScI)]

!
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“Massive fails” like this one in a
nearby galaxy could explain why as-
tronomers rarely see supernovae
from the most massive stars, said
Christopher Kochanek, professor
of astronomy at The Ohio State
University and the Ohio Eminent
Scholar in Observational Cosmology.
As many as 30 percent of such stars,
it seems, may quietly collapse into
black holes — no supernova re-
quired. 
“The typical view is that a star can
form a black hole only after it goes
supernova,” Kochanek explained.
“If a star can fall short of a super-
nova and still make a black hole,
that would help to explain why we
don’t see supernovae from the most
massive stars.”

He leads a team of astronomers
who published their latest results in
the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society.
Among the galaxies they’ve been
watching is NGC 6946, a spiral
galaxy 22 million light-years away
that is nicknamed the “Fireworks
Galaxy” because supernovae fre-
quently happen there — the last
one was SN 2017eaw, discovered on
May 14th. Starting in 2009, one par-
ticular star, named N6946-BH1,
began to brighten weakly. By 2015,
it appeared to have winked out of
existence.
After the LBT survey for failed su-
pernovas turned up the star, as-
tronomers aimed the Hubble and
Spitzer space telescopes to see if it

Collapsing star gives
birth to a black hole
by NASA/ESA

Astronomers have watched as
a massive, dying star was
likely reborn as a black hole.

It took the combined power of the
Large Binocular Telescope (LBT), and
NASA’s Hubble and Spitzer space
telescopes to go looking for rem-
nants of the vanquished star, only to
find that it disappeared out of sight.
It went out with a whimper instead
of a bang.
The star, which was 25 times as mas-
sive as our Sun, should have ex-
ploded in a very bright supernova.
Instead, it fizzled out—and then left
behind a black hole.
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was still there but merely dimmed.
They also used Spitzer to search for
any infrared radiation emanating
from the spot. That would have
been a sign that the star was still
present, but perhaps just hidden be-
hind a dust cloud. All the tests came
up negative. The star was no longer
there. By a careful process of elimi-
nation, the researchers eventually
concluded that the star must have
become a black hole. 
It’s too early in the project to know
for sure how often stars experience
massive fails, but Scott Adams, a for-
mer Ohio State student who re-
cently earned his Ph.D. doing this
work, was able to make a prelimi-
nary estimate.
“N6946-BH1 is the only likely failed

supernova that we found in the first
seven years of our survey. During
this period, six normal supernovae
have occurred within the galaxies
we’ve been monitoring, suggesting
that 10 to 30 percent of massive stars
die as failed supernovae,” he said.
“This is just the fraction that would
explain the very problem that moti-
vated us to start the survey, that is,
that there are fewer observed super-
novae than should be occurring if all
massive stars die that way.”
To study co-author Krzysztof Stanek,
the really interesting part of the dis-
covery is the implications it holds for
the origins of very massive black
holes — the kind that the LIGO ex-
periment detected via gravitational
waves. (LIGO is the Laser Interfer-

ometer Gravitational-Wave Obser-
vatory.) It doesn’t necessarily make
sense, said Stanek, professor of as-
tronomy at Ohio State, that a mas-
sive star could undergo a supernova
— a process which entails blowing
off much of its outer layers — and
still have enough mass left over to
form a massive black hole on the
scale of those that LIGO detected.
“I suspect it’s much easier to make a
very massive black hole if there is no
supernova,” he concluded.
Adams is now an astrophysicist at
Caltech. Other co-authors were
Ohio State doctoral student Jill
Gerke and University of Oklahoma
astronomer Xinyu Dai. Their re-
search was supported by the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

T his illustration shows the final stages in the life of a supermassive star that fails
to explode as a supernova but instead implodes under gravity to form a black

hole. From left to right: the massive star has evolved to a red supergiant, the enve-
lope of the star is ejected and expands, producing a cold, red transient source sur-
rounding the newly formed black hole. Some residual material may fall onto the
black hole, as illustrated by the stream and the disk, potentially powering some opti-
cal and infrared emissions years after the collapse. [NASA, ESA, and P. Jeffries (STScI)]

!
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gen, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in
the chemical configuration CH3NCO.

ALMA finds ingredient
of life around infant
sun-like stars
by ESO

Two teams of astronomers have
harnessed the power of the At-
acama Large Millimeter/submil-

limeter Array (ALMA) in Chile to de-
tect the prebiotic complex organic
molecule methyl isocyanate in the
multiple star system IRAS 16293-2422.
A complex organic molecule is de-
fined in astrochemistry as consisting
of six or more atoms, where at least

ALMA has observed stars like the Sun at a very early stage in their formation
and found traces of methyl isocyanate — a chemical building block of life.

This is the first ever detection of this prebiotic molecule towards a solar-type pro-
tostar, the sort from which our Solar System evolved. The discovery could help as-
tronomers understand how life arose on Earth. This image shows the spectacular
region of star formation where methyl isocyanate was found. The insert shows
the molecular structure of this chemical. [ESO/Digitized Sky Survey 2/L. Calçada]

one of the atoms is carbon. Methyl
isocyanate contains carbon, hydro-
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One team was co-led by
Rafael Martín-Doménech
at the Centro de Astrobi-
ología in Madrid, Spain,
and Víctor M. Rivilla, at
the INAF-Osservatorio
Astrofisico di Arcetri in
Florence, Italy; and the
other by Niels Ligterink
at the Leiden Observa-
tory in the Netherlands
and Audrey Coutens at
University College Lon-
don, United Kingdom.
“This star system seems
to keep on giving! Fol-
lowing the discovery of
sugars, we’ve now found
methyl isocyanate. This
family of organic molecules is in-
volved in the synthesis of peptides
and amino acids, which, in the form
of proteins, are the biological basis
for life as we know it,” explain Niels
Ligterink and Audrey Coutens. 
The system was previously studied
by ALMA in 2012 and found to con-
tain molecules of the simple sugar
glycolaldehyde, another ingredient
for life.
ALMA’s capabilities allowed both
teams to observe the molecule at
several different and characteristic
wavelengths across the radio spec-
trum. The team led by Rafael Martín-
Doménech used new and archive
data of the protostar taken across a
large range of wavelengths across
ALMA’s receiver Bands 3, 4 and 6.
Niels Ligterink and his colleagues
used data from the ALMA Protostel-
lar Interferometric Line Survey (PILS),
which aims to chart the chemical
complexity of IRAS 16293-2422 by
imaging the full wavelength range
covered by ALMA’s Band 7 on very
small scales, equivalent to the size of
our Solar System.
The teams found the unique chemi-
cal fingerprints located in the warm,
dense inner regions of the cocoon
of dust and gas surrounding young

ments in their labora-
tory in Leiden.
IRAS 16293-2422 is a
multiple system of very
young stars, around 400
light-years away in a
large star-forming re-
gion called Rho Ophi-
uchi in the constellation
of Ophiuchus (The Ser-
pent Bearer). The new
results from ALMA show
that methyl isocyanate
gas surrounds each of
these young stars.
Earth and the other
planets in our Solar Sys-
tem formed from the
material left over after

the formation of the Sun. Studying
solar-type protostars can therefore
open a window to the past for as-
tronomers and allow them to ob-
serve conditions similar to those that
led to the formation of our Solar
System over 4.5 billion years ago.
Rafael Martín-Doménech and Víctor
M. Rivilla, lead authors of one of the
papers, comment: “We are particu-
larly excited about the result be-
cause these protostars are very
similar to the Sun at the beginning
of its lifetime, with the sort of
conditions that are well suited for
Earth-sized planets to form. By find-
ing prebiotic molecules in this study,
we may now have another piece of
the puzzle in understanding how
life came about on our planet.”
Niels Ligterink is delighted with the
supporting laboratory results: “Be-
sides detecting molecules we also
want to understand how they are
formed. Our laboratory experiments
show that methyl isocyanate can in-
deed be produced on icy particles
under very cold conditions that are
similar to those in interstellar space
This implies that this molecule — and
thus the basis for peptide bonds — is
indeed likely to be present near most
new young solar-type stars.”

T his video summarizes the discovery made by the two teams us-
ing the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array. [ESO]

stars in their earliest stages of evo-
lution. Each team identified and iso-
lated the signatures of the complex
organic molecule methyl isocyanate.
The teams carried out spectro-
graphic analysis of the protostar’s
light to determine the chemical con-
stituents. The amount of methyl iso-
cyanate they detected — the abun-
dance — with respect to molecular
hydrogen and other tracers is com-
parable to previous detections
around two high-mass protostars
(i.e. within the massive hot molecu-
lar cores of Orion KL and Sagittarius
B2 North).
They then followed this up with
computer chemical modelling and
laboratory experiments to refine our
understanding of the molecule’s ori-
gin. Martín-Doménech’s team chem-
ically modelled gas-grain formation
of methyl isocyanate. The observed
amount of the molecule could be ex-
plained by chemistry on the surface
of dust grains in space, followed by
chemical reactions in the gas phase.
Moreover, Ligterink’s team demon-
strated that the molecule can be
formed at extremely cold interstel-
lar temperatures, down to 15 Kelvin
(–258 degrees Celsius), using cryo-
genic ultra-high-vacuum experi- !
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The images in this article, real
works of art by well-known
space illustrators, have been
selected to depict hypotheti-
cal scenarios which could
have actually occurred in our
planetary system in the very
remote past, and of which
traces could still exist. A new
branch of scientific research,
space archaeology, concerns
itself with these themes and
might one day turn our view
of the world upside down.
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Most of those who communicate science to
the public no longer venture into “minefields”
where it is difficult to identify possible truths,

submerged as they are beneath mountains of trash. It
sometimes has to be done, however, to prevent topics
of undeniable scientific interest and value from be-
coming the preserve of charlatans and speculators.
One of these topics is the possibility that, in the dim
and distant past, Earth may have been home − for ei-

JULY-AUGUST 2017

ther short or long periods of time − to representatives
of an alien technological civilisation. By the term
“alien” we mean here a civilisation which is not nec-
essarily extra-terrestrial, but different from the human
one of which we are part, which has as its earliest an-
cestor (in common with many other contemporary
species) the Saccorhytus: a primitive animal just 1 mil-
limetre in size, which appeared about 540 million years
ago, at the time of the great explosion of life in the

  an alien past  an alien past
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Cambrian Period, and of
which the first fossil has
recently been discovered.
Inevitably, many people
associate the term “alien”
with the UFO phenome-
non, but the two have vir-
tually nothing in common.
The UFO phenomenon is
essentially a fashion which
emerged at the end of
the Second World War
and was embraced by all
those who, lacking objec-
tivity and/or sufficient  sci-
entific knowledge, inter-
pret certain sightings as
proof of the existence of
extraterrestrial beings.
The facts indicate that
none of the tens of thou-
sands of sightings so far
reported has ever demon-
strated the existence of
aliens. Ufology instead
feeds a squalid business
founded on the igno-
rance and credulity of the
populace, and is used as
an opportunistic shortcut
by people who are inter-
ested in spreading their
own opinions without
testing them against sci-
entific realities. It is curi-
ous that almost all of
these sightings have been
concentrated in the last
70 years, with a small mi-
nority of reports arising in
earlier periods of history.
Our planet has been here
to be explored for around
4 billion years, and it
would be bizarre to think
that space journeys by
various alien technologi-
cal civilisations (surely
more than one, based on the grotesque
reports of the self-styled “contactists”),
begun in times and places inevitably long
distances apart, should have been focussed

directly on our planet and right in this most
recent, tiny period of time. If we stretch out
the 4 billion years along the classic solar cal-
endar, we notice that the last 70 years rep-
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would have travelled, still on
the doorstep, astronomically
(and astrobiologically) speak-
ing. If we assume that we are
not the only technological civil-
isation in the Galaxy, given that
it has been in existence for at
least 12 billion years (some of
its structures and stars are sig-
nificantly older), we can reason-
ably assert that the first tech-
nological civilisations appeared
and developed within it billions
of years before the birth of our
solar system. Even if it is impos-
sible for us to imagine the phys-
ical, biological and techno-
logical knowledge of a civilisa-
tion that has managed to pros-
per for hundreds of thousands,
if not millions (in theory, even
billions) of years, our current
knowledge is enough for us to
assume that a long-lasting alien
civilisation would certainly be
able to send its probes, or even
whole colonies, to any habit-
able (or inhabited) planet in
the Galaxy. To get an idea of
how that is possible, consider
the fact that, with the aid of
gravitational slingshots, our
fastest probes have reached ve-
locities of around 250,000 km/h.
This is certainly  a laughable ve-
locity and our probes are un-
doubtedly primitive, but that is
enough to get from one end of

the Galaxy to the other in around 400 mil-
lion years. This period is just 1/30 of the
age of our huge star system and so, if there
are, or have been, civilisations much more
developed than ours, it is not absurd to
postulate that there may be traffic out
there. Consequently, someone or some-
thing may also have arrived in our solar
system and have left some form of trace.
Based on our limited knowledge, the prob-
abilities that this has really happened are
infinitesimally small but not zero. In recent
decades, these ideas have been seriously
addressed by many scientists, some of

resent the last half second before the
stroke of midnight that brings in the New
Year on 31 December! If the Earth and the
other planetary bodies in our solar system
have ever been visited by alien intelli-
gences, it is much more likely that this will
have occurred in a remote age, rather than
during the “pop” of the Champagne. Ob-
jecting that it has been our telecommuni-
cations which have attracted hordes of
extraterrestrials in recent decades would be
naive, given that any message sent into
space by us, whether voluntary or involun-
tary, would be, in terms of the distance it
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them internationally famous; think of Carl
Sagan, for example and, more recently,
Paul Davies and Jason Wright. These au-
thors have not only acknowledged the pos-
sibility of identifying vestiges of civilisa-
tions which came here
from other planetary
systems, but have also
considered the eventu-
ality that there may
have been an earlier
technological civilisa-
tion, arising and devel-
oping within our solar
system, hundreds of
millions or even billions
of years before the ap-
pearance of terrestrial
hominids.
In the first billion years
of existence of our plan-
etary system, the envi-
ronmental conditions
pertaining on Venus,
Mars and Earth were
different from the cur-
rent ones and, in some
respects, similar to each
other; we cannot there-
fore automatically rule
out the possibility of all
three allowing life to
bloom. We only know in
broad terms what hap-
pened on these three
planets in the primor-
dial epoch. On Earth, for
example, we cannot say
with certainty that in
the 3 billion years pre-
ceding the huge explo-
sion of life in the Cam-
brian Period nothing of
the kind had happened
before. Let us also bear
in mind that less than
half a billion years could
be enough to evolve
from humble unicellular
organisms organised in
colonies, to an animal
species capable of trav-

elling to other celestial bodies. When 66
million years ago an asteroid annihilated
the dinosaurs (paving the way for the
mammals), among them there were al-
ready some morphologically very promis-
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the Galaxy. Let’s say for
argument’s sake that at
least one out of the young
Venus, Mars and Earth
in the pre-Cambrian era
could have been home
to a native technological
civilisation, or that the so-
lar system had been vis-
ited by space ships (and
possibly astronauts) from
other planetary systems,
where, and for what,
would we have to look to
find evidence? Respond-
ing accurately to these
questions would presup-
pose knowledge of the
thinking and motivation
of completely unknown
entities. 
We will therefore confine
ourselves to some inev-
itably human hypotheses.
The location and type
of evidence for a remote
alien presence may de-
pend on the purpose of
the visit, which we can
narrow down to three
basic categories: the wish
to communicate their
own existence to other
civilisations; the desire to
gather information on
other habitable or inhab-
ited planets; the need to
obtain supplies of raw
materials. 
All of these involve activ-
ities which could leave
traces on rocky surfaces,
in the form of space vehi-
cles, scientific instruments,

antennae, energy-production equipment,
geomorphological changes, geochemical
anomalies. How long these traces would
last and the extent to which they could be
identified would vary according to many
factors (not all of them imaginable), such
as, for example, structural strength, the ma-
terials used, the location and hence their

ing species from the point of view of possi-
ble evolution towards individuals capable
of developing a civilisation. How many mil-
lions of years would have it taken for them
to reach space? Probably fewer than 66. 
By today they could have colonised other
planetary systems and sent out probes
pretty much everywhere in our corner of
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exposure to specific processes able to re-
move all traces in the short or long term. If
something alien had ever existed on Venus,
the greenhouse effect and volcanic activity
will have certainly destroyed all traces by
now. On Earth, plate tectonics have recy-
cled a significant portion of the crust which
existed before the Cambrian period; other
geological phenomena and atmospheric
agents are also destructive, even over short
timescales. Mars would be better adapted
to preserve any evidence of aliens, but it
could be trapped under metres of sand and
ice. The Moon deserves separate considera-
tion, being an ideal observation post for
our planet and an ideal place to leave a
message intended for a future terrestrial
technological civilisation, the existence of
which could perhaps be foreseen based on
the evolutionary development of the ani-
mal species. But the craterisation of the sur-
face of the Moon, even more pronounced
going back in time, places obvious and sub-

stantial limitations on the conservation of
any alien products. Experts in the sector are
in agreement in asserting that, in the inner
part of the solar system, no artificial struc-
ture abandoned on the surface of a planet
or on a seabed or in free space (in indepen-
dent orbit around the Sun or located at a
Lagrange point) would be traceable and
recognisable for a period greater than
around 100 million years. 
The forecasts are less pessimistic for some
of the rocky moons of the giant planets and
for objects in the Kuiper Belt, but to con-
sider these interesting targets from our
point of view would presuppose a quite
large-scale visit to our planetary system,
and in that case there should not be any
lack of recognisable evidence even in the
nearest main asteroid belt.
If it is not obvious where to look, it is even
less obvious what to look for. Up to the
above-mentioned 100 million years, large-
scale products, such as space ships and per-
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haps permanent bases, could
be recognisable. However, the
aliens could have decided to
leave no trace, so as not to in-
terfere with our evolution (a lit-
tle like documentary makers do
with animals they are filming).
Considering a completely differ-
ent scenario, we could surmise
that following the rapid destruc-
tion of a technological civilisa-
tion within the solar system, all
sorts of wreckage may have re-
mained, abandoned who knows
where. A similar situation could
arise in the case of accidents oc-
curring to space ships arriving
from other stars. 
On a smaller scale, simply iden-
tifying beyond the Earth a small
concentration of plutonium, our
best source of nuclear energy
for space flights, could in itself
be a residual trace from a radio-
isotope thermoelectric genera-
tor, once belonging to an alien
vehicle. The plutonium present
in the solar system at its birth
has effectively decayed a very
long time ago, so its anomalous
presence in concentrated form
would be suspicious.
Notwithstanding all the argu-
ments set out so far may appear
open to dispute, and although
the probabilities of identify-
ing traces left by technological
civilisations different to our
own are minimal, this has not
prevented, for several years to
this part, a fair number of re-
searchers (including some real
science celebrities) have been
examining the high resolution
photographic databases of the
Moon and Mars, searching for
anomalous structures. So far on-
ly products manufactured by
humans have been identified in
these images, but we are only at
the beginning of the research
and the stakes are truly high. !
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with less total energy than many
previously detected flares. This is
important because, although indi-
vidually less energetic and therefore
less hostile to life, smaller flares
might be much more frequent and
add up over time to create an inhos-
pitable environment. “What if plan-
ets are constantly bathed by these
smaller, but still significant, flares?”
asked Scott Fleming of the Space
Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in
Baltimore. “There could be a cumu-
lative effect.”
To detect and accurately measure
these flares, the team had to ana-
lyze data over very short time inter-
vals. From images with exposure
times of nearly half an hour, the
team was able to reveal stellar vari-
ations lasting just seconds.
First author Chase Million of Million
Concepts in State College, Pennsyl-
vania, led a project called gPhoton
that reprocessed more than 100 ter-
abytes of GALEX data held at the
Mikulski Archive for Space Tele-
scopes (MAST), located at the Space
Telescope Science Institute. The team
then used custom software devel-
oped by Million and Clara Brasseur,
also at the institute, to search sev-
eral hundred red dwarf stars, and

they detected dozens of flares. “We
have found dwarf star flares in the
whole range that we expected GA-
LEX to be sensitive to, from itty
bitty baby flares that last a few sec-
onds, to monster flares that make a
star hundreds of times brighter for
a few minutes,” said Million.
The flares GALEX detected are simi-
lar in strength to flares produced by

Flares may threaten
planet habitability
near red dwarfs
by NASA

C ool dwarf stars are hot targets
for exoplanet hunting right
now. The discoveries of plan-

ets in the habitable zones of the
TRAPPIST-1 and LHS 1140 systems,
for example, suggest that Earth-
sized worlds might circle billions of
red dwarf stars, the most common
type of star in our galaxy. But, like
our own Sun, many of these stars
erupt with intense flares. Are red
dwarfs really as friendly to life as
they appear, or do these flares make
the surfaces of any orbiting planets
inhospitable?
To address this question, a team of
scientists has combed 10 years of ul-
traviolet observations by NASA’s
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX)
space telescope, looking for rapid
increases in the brightness of stars
due to flares. 
Flares emit radiation across a wide
swath of wavelengths, with a sig-
nificant fraction of their total en-
ergy released in the ultraviolet
bands where GALEX observed. At
the same time, the red dwarfs from
which the flares arise are relative-
ly dim in ultraviolet. This contrast,
combined with the GALEX detec-
tors’ sensitivity to fast changes, al-
lowed the team to measure events
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our own Sun. However, because a
planet would have to orbit much
closer to a cool, red dwarf star to
maintain a temperature friendly to
life as we know it, such planets
would be subjected to more of a
flare’s energy than Earth. Large
flares can strip away a planet’s at-
mosphere. Strong ultraviolet light
from flares that penetrates to a
planet’s surface could damage or-
ganisms or prevent life from arising.
Currently, team members Rachel
Osten and Brasseur are examining
stars observed by both the GALEX
and Kepler missions to look for sim-
ilar flares. The team expects to even-
tually find hundreds of thousands of
flares hidden in the GALEX data.
“These results show the value of a
survey mission like GALEX, which
was instigated to study the evolu-
tion of galaxies across cosmic time
and is now having an impact on the
study of nearby habitable planets,”
said Don Neill, research scientist at
Caltech in Pasadena, who was part
of the GALEX collaboration. “We did
not anticipate that GALEX would be
used for exoplanets when the mis-
sion was designed.”
New and powerful instruments like
NASA’s James Webb Space Tele-
scope, scheduled for launch in 2018,
ultimately will be needed to study
atmospheres of planets orbiting
nearby red dwarf stars and search
for signs of life. But as researchers
pose new questions about the cos-
mos, archives of data from past pro-
jects and missions, like those held at
MAST, continue to produce exciting
new scientific results.
These results were presented in a
news conference at the 4-8 June
meeting of the American Astronom-
ical Society in Austin, Texas.

T his illustration shows a red dwarf
star orbited by a hypothetical exo-

planet. [NASA/ESA/G. Bacon (STScI)]

!
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away. Using the de-
flection measure-
ment, the Hubble
astronomers calcu-
lated that the white
dwarf’s mass is
roughly 68 percent
of the Sun’s mass.
This result matches
theoretical predic-
tions. The technique
opens a window on
a new method to
determine a star’s
mass. 
Normally, if a star
has a companion,
astronomers can
determine its mass
by measuring the

double-star system’s orbital motion.
Although Stein 2051 B has a com-
panion, a bright red dwarf, astron-
omers cannot accurately measure
its mass because the stars are too
far apart. 
The stars are at least 5 billion miles
apart – almost twice Pluto’s present
distance from the Sun. “This micro-
lensing method is a very indepen-
dent and direct way to determine
the mass of a star,” explained lead
researcher Kailash Sahu of the Space
Telescope Science Institute (STScI) in
Baltimore, Maryland. “It’s like plac-
ing the star on a scale: the deflection
is analogous to the movement of
the needle on the scale.”

White dwarf shows
how gravity can bend
starlight
by NASA/ESA

Astronomers have used the
sharp vision of NASA’s Hub-
ble Space Telescope to re-

peat a century-old test of Einstein’s
general theory of relativity. The
Hubble team measured the mass of
a white dwarf, the burned-out rem-
nant of a normal star, by seeing how
much it deflects the light from a
background star. This observation
represents the first time Hubble has
witnessed this type of effect created
by a star. The data provide a solid
estimate of the white dwarf’s mass
and yield insights into theories of
the structure and composition of
the burned-out star.
First proposed in 1915, Einstein’s
general relativity theory describes
how massive objects warp space,
which we feel as gravity. The theory
was experimentally verified four
years later when a team led by
British astronomer Sir Arthur Ed-
dington measured how much the
Sun’s gravity deflected the image of
a background star as its light grazed
the Sun during a solar eclipse, an ef-
fect called gravitational microlens-
ing. Astronomers can use this effect
to see magnified images of distant
galaxies or, at closer range, to mea-
sure tiny shifts in a star’s apparent
position on the sky. Researchers had

T his illustration reveals how the gravity of a white
dwarf star warps space and bends the light of a

distant star behind it. [NASA, ESA, and A. Feild (STScI)]

to wait a century, however, to build
telescopes powerful enough to de-
tect this gravitational warping phe-
nomenon caused by a star outside
our solar system. The amount of de-
flection is so small only the sharp-
ness of Hubble could measure it.
Hubble observed the nearby white
dwarf star Stein 2051 B as it passed
in front of a background star. Dur-
ing the close alignment, the white
dwarf’s gravity bent the light from
the distant star, making it appear
offset by about 2 milliarcseconds
from its actual position. This devia-
tion is so small that it is equivalent
to observing an ant crawl across the
surface of a quarter from 1,500 miles
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T his HST image shows the binary star sys-
tem Stein 2051 on October 1, 2013. Be-

cause these stars are relatively close to Earth,
only 17 light-years away, they appear to
move in the sky relative to the much more
distant background stars in several months of
observations with Hubble. The wavy blue
line traces this motion, due to their true mo-
tion relative to the sun combined with the
parallax due to the motion of Earth around
the sun. Stein 2051 B appeared to pass close
enough to one of these background stars, la-
beled “source” that the light from the source
star was bent due to the mass of the white
dwarf star. This color image was made by
combining images taken in two filters with
Hubble’s Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3/UVIS)
instrument. [NASA, ESA, and K. Sahu (STScI)]

vania State University in University
Park.
Sahu’s team identified Stein 2051 B
and its background star after comb-
ing through data of more than
5,000 stars in a catalog of nearby
stars that appear to move quickly
across the sky. 
Stars with a higher apparent motion
across the sky have a greater chance
of passing in front of a distant back-
ground star, where the deflection of
light can be measured.
After identifying Stein 2051 B and
mapping the background star field,

the researchers used
Hubble’s Wide Field
Camera 3 to observe the
white dwarf seven dif-
ferent times over a two-
year period as it moved
past the selected back-
ground star.
The Hubble observations
were challenging and
time-consuming. The re-
search team had to ana-
lyze the white dwarf’s
velocity and the direc-
tion it was moving in
order to predict when it
would arrive at a posi-
tion to bend the star-
light so the astronomers

T his time-lapse movie, made from eight Hubble
Space Telescope images, shows the apparent

motion of the white dwarf star Stein 2051 B as it
passes in front of a distant star. The observations
were taken between Oct. 1, 2013, and Oct. 14,
2015. [NASA, ESA, and K. Sahu (STScI)]

Sahu presented his team’s findings
June 7, at the American Astronomi-
cal Society meeting in Austin, Texas.
The Hubble analysis also helped
the astronomers to independently
verify the theory of how a white
dwarf’s radius is determined by its
mass, an idea first proposed in 1935
by Indian American astronomer Su-
brahmanyan Chandrasekhar. 
“Our measurement is a nice confir-
mation of white-dwarf theory, and
it even tells us the internal compo-
sition of a white dwarf,” said team
member Howard Bond of Pennsyl-

could observe the phenomenon
with Hubble.
The astronomers also had to mea-
sure the tiny amount of deflected
starlight. “Stein 2051 B appears 400
times brighter than the distant
background star,” said team mem-
ber Jay Anderson of STScI, who led
the analysis to precisely measure the
positions of stars in the Hubble im-
ages. “So measuring the extremely
small deflection is like trying to see
a firefly move next to a light bulb.
The movement of the insect is very
small, and the glow of the light
bulb makes it difficult to see the in-
sect moving.” In fact, the slight
movement is about 1,000 times
smaller than the measurement
made by Eddington in his 1919 ex-
periment.
Stein 2051 B is named for its discov-
erer, Dutch Roman Catholic priest
and astronomer Johan Stein. It re-
sides 17 light-years from Earth and
is estimated to be about 2.7 billion
years old. The background star is
about 5,000 light-years away.
The researchers plan to use Hubble
to conduct a similar microlensing
study with Proxima Centauri, our
solar system’s closest stellar neigh-
bor. The team’s result appeared in
the journal Science on June 9. !
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ESO signs contracts
for the ELT’s gigantic
primary mirror
by ESO

The unique opti-
cal system of
ESO’s Extremely

Large Telescope con-
sists of five mirrors,
each of which repre-
sents its own signifi-
cant engineering chal-
lenge. 
The 39-metre-diame-
ter primary mirror,
which will be made
up of 798 individual
hexagonal segments
each measuring 1.4
metres across, will be
by far the largest ever
made for an optical
telescope. Together,
the segments will col-
lect tens of millions of
times as much light as
the human eye. 
The ELT primary mir-
ror segments will be
installed in a common
support structure and
equipped with edge
sensors — the most
accurate ever used in
a telescope — that will
continuously sense the
locations of the ELT
primary mirror seg-

T he contracts to manufacture and polish the ELT primary mirror segments were signed on 30 May 2017
by ESO’s Director General, Tim de Zeeuw, and senior representatives of SCHOTT and Safran Reosc, a

subsidiary of Safran Electronics & Defense, in the presence of key ESO staff members. Above, the first con-
tract   is being signed with SCHOTT. Tim de Zeeuw, ESO’s Director General, appears in the centre, with
Thomas Westerhoff, Director Strategic Marketing Zerodur for SCHOTT, to the left and Christoph Fark,
Executive Vice President Advanced Optics of SCHOTT on the right. Next page, the second contract is being
signed with Safran Reosc. Tim de Zeeuw, ESO’s Director General appears on the right and Philippe
Rioufreyt, Chief Executive Officer, Safran Reosc on the left. [ESO/M. Zamani]
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An overview of ESO’s Extremely
Large Telescope. [ESO]

ments relative to their neighbours
and allow the segments to work to-
gether to form a perfect imaging
system.
The contracts to manufacture and
polish the ELT primary mirror seg-
ments were signed today by ESO’s
Director General, Tim de Zeeuw,
and senior representatives of Schott
and Safran Reosc, a subsidiary of
Safran Electronics & Defense, in the
presence of key ESO staff members.
The first contract was signed with
Schott by Christoph Fark, Executive
Vice President Advanced Optics, and
Thomas Westerhoff, Director Strate-

gic Marketing Zerodur. The second
contract was signed with Safran

Reosc by Philippe Rioufreyt, Chief
Executive Officer. Tim de Zeeuw ex-

pressed his delight at
the current progress
with the ELT: “This has
been an extraordinary
two weeks! We saw
the casting of the ELT’s
secondary mirror and
then, last Friday, we
were privileged to have
the President of Chile,
Michelle Bachelet, at-
tend the first stone cer-
emony of the ELT. 
And now two world-
leading European com-
panies are starting work
on the telescope’s enor-
mous main mirror, per-
haps the biggest chal-
lenge of all.”
The 798 hexagonal seg-
ments that together
comprise the ELT’s pri-
mary mirror will be pro-
duced from the low-ex-
pansion ceramic mate-
rial Zerodur® by Schott.
Zerodur® is a sophisti-
cated material which
has almost no thermal
expansion even when
subjected to large tem-
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T his artist’s rendering shows the huge segmented primary mirror of the
ESO Extremely Large Telescope (ELT). Contracts for the manufacture of the

mirror segments were signed on 30 May 2017 at a ceremony at ESO’s Head-
quarters near Munich. The German company SCHOTT will produce the blanks
of the mirror segments, and the French company Safran Reosc will polish,
mount and test the segments. The contract to polish the mirror blanks is the
second-largest contract for the ELT construction and the third-largest contract
ESO has ever awarded. [ESO/L. Calçada/M. Kornmesser]

perature fluctuations, is highly chem-
ically resistant, and can be polished
to a high standard of finish. 
The reflective layer, made of alu-
minum or silver, will be vapourised
onto the extremely smooth surface
shortly before the telescope is put
into operation. Many well-known
telescopes with Zerodur® mirrors
have been operating reliably for
decades, including ESO’s Very Large
Telescope in Chile.
Previously Schott was also awarded
the contracts for the production of
the telescope’s giant secondary and
tertiary mirrors and the material is
also being used for the ELT’s de-
formable quaternary mirror that is
currently under construction.
Once the mirror blanks are ready
they will be passed to Safran Reosc,

to design the mounting interfaces,
figure and polish the segments, in-
tegrate them into their support sys-
tems, and perform optical tests
before delivery. 
During the polishing process, each
segment will be polished until it has
no surface irregularity greater than
about 10 nanometres — no higher
than a ladybird if each segment
were as big as France!
To meet the challenge of delivering
such a large number of polished seg-
ments within seven years, Safran
Reosc will build up to a peak produc-
tion rate of one mirror a day. It will
set up a dedicated new facility at its
Poitiers plant, specialising in the pro-
duction of high-tech optical and op-
tronic (electro-optical) equipment.
Up to 931 segments will ultimately

be produced and polished, including
133 in a maintenance set, allowing
for segments to be removed, re-
placed and recoated on a rotating
basis once the ELT is in operation.
The new contract with Safran Reosc
is the second-largest contract for
the ELT construction and the third-
largest contract ESO has ever signed.
The two other contracts are those
for the Dome and Main Structure of
the ELT and the European ALMA An-
tennas. Safran Reosc will also design,
polish and test the ELT’s secondary
mirror and tertiary mirror, and is cur-
rently manufacturing the 2-mm
thick deformable shell mirrors that
will comprise the ELT’s fourth mirror.
Both Schott and Safran Reosc have
long and successful involvements
with ESO. Together they manufac-
tured many optical components, in-
cluding the 8.2-metre main mirrors
of the four Unit Telescopes of the
ESO Very Large Telescope.
The ELT is currently under construc-
tion at Cerro Armazones near ESO’s
Paranal Observatory in northern
Chile, and is scheduled to see first
light in 2024. !
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Dall Kirkham 350 mm
f/20   23% obstruction

Supremax 33 precision optics from Schott
Carbon structure - 18-point floating cell

Motorized Focuser 2.5" Feather Touch
Ventilation and suction system

of the boundary layer
Weight 34 kg.

Also available in the versions
Newton f/4.1 with 3" corrector

Ritchey Chrétien with f/9
corrector/reducer

Cassegrain Classic f/15
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